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Annotatsiya. Hozirgi kunda g'alla saqlash ishlab chiqarish korxonalarini 

dezinfeksiya qilish choralari-tadbirlari dolzarb  hisoblanadi. Donni dezinfeksiya 

qilish - ishlab chiqarishni jarayonini to'liq to'xtatishni talab qiladigan murakkab, 

qimmat jarayondir. Shu sababli, o`ta yuqori chastotali mikroto`lqinlar, elektr 

maydonlar va ishlab chiqarishni to'xtatishni talab qilmaydigan boshqa fizik 

usullardan foydalanish samarali hisoblanadi. 

Kalit so`zlar:  mikrotolqin, zararkunandalar, quvvat, bugdoy, namlik, 

kleykovina. 

Аннотация. На сегодняшний день актуальным является мероприятия по 

дезинсекции предприятий по хранению зерна. Дезинсекция зерна сложный, 

дорогостоящий процесс, который требует полной остановки производства. 

Поэтому значительный интерес представляют методы с использованием СВЧ - 

излучений,  электрических полей и других физических методов, не требующих 

остановки производства. 

Ключевые слова: микроволны, вредители, мощность, пшеница, 

влажность, клейковина.  

Abstract. Today, measures for disinsection of grain storage enterprises are 

relevant. Disinsection of grain is a complex, expensive process that requires a 

complete stop of production. Therefore, methods using microwave radiation, electric 

fields and other physical methods that do not require stopping production are of 

considerable interest. 
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Introduction. The production, processing and storage of grain plays an 

important role in the economy of any state and the life of society. Grain is the main 

raw material for the production of flour, compound feed, cereals on which, without 

exaggeration, the entire industry depends. With the acquisition of independence, the 

Republic has consistently pursued a course of achieving grain independence, reviving 

the production of sugar and other food products. In connection with the ongoing 

agrarian reform in the Republic, there have been significant changes in the structure 

of sown areas for grain crops and adjusted accordingly for cotton [1].  

Providing the grain processing industry with high quality raw materials is a very 

serious task. The most important condition for obtaining high-quality grain is the 

fulfillment of technological requirements for each individual operation, and this 

requires the organization of on-farm control. This is the only way to achieve the rise 
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of agriculture, improve the quality of grain and the productivity of all industries, as 

well as meet international standards. [2].  

Today, measures for disinsection of grain storage enterprises are relevant. 

Disinsection of grain is a complex, expensive process that requires a complete stop of 

production. Therefore, methods using microwave radiation, electric fields and other 

physical methods that do not require stopping production are of considerable interest. 

These methods are one of the most promising, environmentally friendly, 

operating continuously and allowing to reduce the cost of pest control while 

increasing its effectiveness. [3].  

Literature review. Currently, microwave technology (microwave) technology 

is becoming an integral part of industrial production. Microwave technologies are 

understood as a set of conversion processes, in which one of the main elements is an 

electromagnetic field in the frequency range from 1 kHz to 300 GHz. Microwave 

energies are focused on electricity and therefore are environmentally friendly. They 

have unique capabilities for organizing a fully automated software-controlled 

technological cycle. [4]. 

One of the methods of disinfection of food grain and products of its processing 

is the treatment with the energy of an electromagnetic field of ultrahigh frequency 

(EMF microwave). When using this method, it is possible to create environmentally 

friendly, energy-saving technologies for processing grain and obtaining high-quality 

food products. Previous studies on food processing make it possible to select the 

modes of processing flour with high-frequency currents in order to destroy 

microorganisms, while not causing changes in the physicochemical properties of 

protein, starch, enzyme activity [5].  

Professor N.V.Zuglenka was developed a method for disinfecting seeds of 

agricultural crops, food grains. Microwave heating is a progressive and efficient way 

of processing raw materials [6,7,8,9]. 

Research Methodology. There are various methods to ensure the quantitative 

and qualitative preservation of grain reserves. When disinfecting grain, the physical 

method is widely used. Therefore, the microwave method, which is one of the most 

environmentally friendly, operating continuously and allowing to reduce the amount 

to a minimum, is of considerable interest. In the dissertation work, standard methods 

were used.   

Analysis and results. In the research, the task was set to identify the most 

acceptable technological parameters for processing raw materials from microwave 

and microwave fields. The task included the determination of the optimal parameters 

of the duration of exposure time, power value, the amount of gluten and the IDC 

(measurement of gluten deformation), at which the studied raw material was 

subjected to processing. Wheat of the 2nd class was used as the initial object. [10].  

Consequently, in studies aimed at identifying the most acceptable value of the 

supplied power, two weighed samples of raw materials were weighed for each 

experiment. One sample was processed in a microwave field apparatus, the second 

served as a control.  
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The action of microwave for disinfection of grain exhibits heat treatment, which 

in turn leads to protein denaturation. Heating breaks hydrogen bonds and disrupts the 

interaction of hydrophobic groups. During thermal disinfection, the denaturation 

process occurs depending on the moisture content of the grain, temperature and 

duration of exposure.  

When the minimum and average values of exposure and power are combined, a 

low temperature of 28-540 C is created. The first signs of denaturation are observed, 

which are manifested in the form of a change in the extensibility of gluten. The 

extensibility increases, and its parameters acquire a value corresponding to another 

quality group. In this case, the IDK (gluten deformation meter) is higher than 95, 

instead of 80. The grain belongs to the III quality group. Gluten is characterized as 

unsatisfactory weak. Such flour is not suitable for bakery production, but in 

confectionery production it is precisely such flour that is needed..  

When the temperature rises to 610C, which is caused by a combination of 

average operating parameters, a further denaturation process is observed, the viability 

slightly decreases. 

When heated to a temperature of 710C and above, it becomes crumbly and often 

does not wash off at all. 

The results of studies on the influence of the magnitude of power, time, gluten 

and IDC are shown in the table 1. 

Table 1. Influence of the duration of microwave exposure on the effectiveness of 

disinfestation at a power of 150 watts.  

 
 

№ 
Mode of action Grain heating 

temperature 

t, 0C 

 

Gluten Duration of time, s  

Specific power 

WnYa \ dm3 Quantity 

gluten free, 

% 

IDK 

indicator 

1 40  

 

180 

28 25 80,5 

2 80 42 25        

80,1 

3 120 49 23 80 

4 160 54 23 75 

5 Control 61 25 80 

 

The method for determining the content of wet gluten is defined in accordance 

with GOST 13586.1-68 standard. Crude gluten is a plastic-elastic substance 

composed of gliadin and glutenin. The essence of the method is as follows: 

A dough is prepared from a sample of wheat; the gluten substance is released by 

washing the dough; excess moisture is removed; raw gluten is weighed. 

The effect of thermal disinfection with microwave energy changes the quality 

and quantity of the gluten complex (Table 1). 

 The destruction of the gluten complex occurs at a temperature of 750 C and 

above, which corresponds to modes 5-7 has a slight deterioration. Due to the 
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porosity, the volume of baked goods is reduced. And the porosity, in turn, depends on 

the gas-holding capacity of the protein-protealytic complex. Under the influence of 

the modes of options 3-4 (temperature 49-540C), the gluten is weakened. These 

modes are recommended. When processing grain with an IDC of 0-15 units. 

(unsatisfactory strong quality group), IDK indicator from 20-40 units. (satisfactory 

strong quality group) in the production of mills for the confectionery industry, where 

wheat with an IDC of 45-75 units is used. good, in the production of grinding, IDK is 

used with an indicator of 80-100 units. (satisfactory strong quality group). The mode 

of options 1-2 (heating to a temperature of 28-420C), on the contrary, strengthens the 

gluten. Decontamination modes affect the technological properties of grain, causing 

various changes in the quality of gluten. Thus, depending on the purpose of using the 

batch of flour produced, the IDC indicator can be adjusted in accordance with the 

quality group (Table 1.2). 

Table 1.2 Determination of the quality of gluten on the device IDK-1. 
Deformation capacity, 

units. 

 Quality group Characteristics of gluten 

0-15 III Unsatisfactory strong 

20-40 II Satisfactory strong 

45-75 I Good 

80-100 II Satisfactory weak 

105 and higher III Unsatisfactory weak 

Conclusion/ Recommendation. 

1).  As a result of the studies carried out, the effect of disinfecting regimes on 

the protein-gluten complex of grain, it was found that the specified parameters cause 

changes in the quality of gluten..  

2). By adjusting the IDK index of grain by the action of microwave energy, it is 

possible to produce flour with certain technological qualities. 

3). The influence of microwave radiation on the main parameters of grain, which 

determines the production of food products from it, that meet safety and quality 

requirements in accordance with the current standard, has been established.   
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